D ESI GN ADAC
EVENT GUIDE
A P R I L 2 5 – 2 7, 2 017
Hosted in Partnership with

D ESI G N A DAC
Where style is made.
Welcome to DESIGN ADAC, where we are
•
•
•
•
•

Celebrating VERANDA’s 30th anniversary
Honoring the past, present, and future of design
Bringing together iconic editors, designers and industry insiders
Exploring inspiration and artistry
Revealing thoughtful processes and personal stories behind
designers, manufacturers, editors, products, and VERANDA

PLAN YOUR VISIT
We trust that you’re as excited about the speakers for this year’s DESIGN ADAC as we are.
Keep in mind that event seating is limited. Registration is required for individual events.
Check in begins thirty minutes prior to the event and seating is available on a first-come, first-served basis.
We look forward to seeing you!
Register today at adacatlanta.com/DESIGN-ADAC
351 Peachtree Hills Avenue, Atlanta, Georgia
adacatlanta.com | 404.231.1720

@adacatlanta #DESIGNADAC

Thank you to our co-sponsor:
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2:00 PM
ADAC Tour
with Amy Morris

Begin your week at DESIGN ADAC with a tour of the Center through the eyes of Amy Morris, the 2016 Southeast Residential
Designer of the Year. Opening the doors to her own firm in 2005, she has quickly become known for creating spaces that are
traditional but have an unexpected edge to them. They are complex in their composition, combining a range of textures and
materials, with just the right details and statement pieces. Her rooms are, in a word, memorable. Join Amy as she tours several of
the showrooms she relies on to create her award-winning body of work. The tour begins at BRADLEY, and is then followed by
Paul +, R HUGHES, Jerry Pair, and Ainsworth-Noah.
BRADLEY, Suite 133

4:00 PM
Opening Day Celebration
ADAC: BEHIND THE WINDOWS

The 10th installation of ADAC: BEHIND THE WINDOWS is a celebration of VERANDA’s 30 Year Anniversary. Minotti by
HA Modern hosts a party to honor the creative minds behind five stunning window vignettes, each inspired by past VERANDA
magazine covers and crafted by designers whose works reflect a combination of elegance, drama, and refinement. This is also
your opportunity to explore one of ADAC’s newest showrooms and home to the sleek Italian furniture line, Minotti.
Minotti by HA Modern, Suite 413

5:00 PM
Gallery Show Preview
The Works of Henry Barnes

Brooks & Black invites you to a cocktail preview of the largest collection of oil paintings by the late Atlanta-based artist,
Henry Barnes. Enjoy French wines and hors d’oeuvres as you peruse twenty different French and American scenes, each
available in exquisite handmade frames, custom crafted by Brooks & Black.
Brooks & Black Fine Framing, ADAC West | Suite C4B
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10:00 AM
Living with Pattern
Keynote Presentation | Rebecca Atwood with Robert Leleux

Artist and designer Rebecca Atwood spent her early career designing and consulting for major retailers before creating her own
line of products for the home and best-selling book, Living With Pattern: Color, Texture, and Print at Home. Join Rebecca in a
conversation with the ever-lively author, Robert Leleux, as she shares her journey and explores the inspirations, artistic process,
and philosophy behind her brand, including how she translated those to a successful product line and leveraged collaborations
and social media to expand brand awareness.
ADAC Presentation Room, First Floor Atrium

Following the presentation, Paul + invites you to a reception with Rebecca Atwood and Robert Leleux as she signs copies of
her book, Living with Pattern: Color, Texture, and Print at Home.
Paul +, Suite 121

NOON
HIDE OUT with Kyle Bunting

Have lunch at Edelman Leather with Kyle Bunting, the man widely recognized as creator of the decorative hide rug. Over the
past decade, Kyle has redefined how hide is used in interior applications. Join him as he personally introduces you to his
latest collections of luxury hide carpets and wallcoverings.
Edelman Leather, Suite 415

NOON
Harrison Design’s 25th Anniversary
Renaissance Tile & Bath invites you to a 25th Anniversary luncheon in honor of Harrison Design, one of the country’s leading
architecture and design firms. Enjoy lunch, preview a selection of Harrison’s favorite tile and bath products they use in their
projects, and visit with the firm’s principals as they sign copies of Harrison Design 25, their newest book which features an
array of inspirational homes.
Renaissance Tile & Bath, ADAC West | C3B
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1:00 PM
The Eye of the Collector
Keynote Presentation | Alex Papachristidis with Jennifer Boles

Peak of Chic’s, Jennifer Boles moderates a riveting dialogue with design legend and author of, Age of Elegance,
Alex Papachristidis as they discuss “The Eye of the Collector.” Known for his arresting, elegant interiors that meld classical motifs
with a modern perspective, Alex shares his insight on how collecting and collected pieces are essential to personalized design.
ADAC Presentation Room, First Floor Atrium

Following the presentation, Cowtan & Tout invites you for refreshments in their new showroom with Jennifer Boles and Alex
Papachristidis, as he signs copies of his book, The Age of Elegance.
Cowtan & Tout, Suite 225

3:00 PM
Make Your Mark™ with Schumacher
Meet Benni Frowein, President of Schumacher, as he shares insider information on the inspiration behind their new monthly
(yes, monthly) introductions and their brand new Make Your Mark™ campaign. Discover new ways to utilize their ever-expanding
offerings – from Classics to lifestyle collections and everything in between – to showcase your unique point of view.
Schumacher, Suite 303

4:00 PM
When in ROMO... live it!

There is nothing ancient about the latest contemporary jewel to emerge on the ADAC scene. Delicious bites, exquisite cocktails,
and an ultra-hip playlist set the scene for you to take in the sunset while immersing yourself in modern luxury. The ROMO Group is
widely regarded as one of the most trend defining textile companies. Six distinct brands, an energetic culture, and service levels
that dazzle will make you see why...ALL roads lead to ROMO!
ROMO, Suite 101
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10:00 AM
That Certain Feeling: Practical & Beautiful
Keynote Presentation | Thomas O’Brien

Designer Thomas O’Brien presents his philosophy on creating a home—the Practical & Beautiful life. Through a tour of his own
homes and selected interiors, mixed with his products and favorite collections, Thomas shares how he has found and developed,
and collected and chosen, the designs and objects that inspire him. He discusses the authentic character that makes design
meaningful for each person, explaining the links between old and new things that form modern traditions.
ADAC Presentation Room, First Floor Atrium

Please join Century Furniture for a meet-and-greet and book signing of American Modern with Thomas O’Brien directly following
the keynote. Light lunch and drinks to be served.
Century Furniture, Suite 212

NOON
A Colorful Lunch with Clinton Smith and Peacock Alley
Join VERANDA Editor in Chief Clinton Smith and Peacock Alley for the debut of the magazine’s first-ever coloring book for adults,
which features beautifully rendered illustrations inspired by VERANDA: The Romance of Flowers published by Hearst Books in
2015. Each page includes an oversized illustration featuring a beautiful flower or floral composition—from red poppies and parrot
tulips to roses and quince blossoms. Signed coloring books will be available for purchase—the perfect gift for Mother’s Day or
any kids at heart you know. Light bites will be served.
Peacock Alley, ADAC West | Suite A6

1:00 PM
The State of Style: 30 years of Design with VERANDA
Panel Discussion
VERANDA Editor in Chief Clinton Smith chats with design luminaries Darryl Carter, John Robshaw, and Tara Shaw on the state
of style today. Hear their thoughts about how design has evolved since VERANDA’s inception in 1987, and, perhaps more
importantly, where design is headed in the next 30 years. Bringing together their unbridled passion for original thinking and a love
of classic and international influences, always with an eye toward the future, these esteemed panelists share their professional
expertise and personal insights on design today and why it’s more important than ever in our constantly changing world.
ADAC Presentation Room, First Floor Atrium

Please join Duralee for a meet-and-greet reception following the panel discussion.
Duralee, Suite 125
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3:00 PM
The Darryl Carter Collection for Milling Road
Meet renowned designer Darryl Carter for an informal presentation of his exquisite new collection for Milling Road. Featuring a
diverse whole-home portfolio that reflects Darryl’s signature curatorial style, the collection is an edited compilation of designs that
have timeless appeal and a gathered sensibility.
Baker, Suite 206

4:00 PM
Mint Juleps with Travis & Company

Join in the celebration at Travis & Company for mint juleps and light bites in honor of Coleman Taylor Textiles’ beautifully curated
collection of luxurious, hand-painted fabrics in the wallcovering patterns and paints of Farrow & Ball. Meet Southern interior
design maven, Amelia Handegan, who will sign copies of her highly acclaimed book, Amelia Handegan, Rooms, chock full of
eclectic interiors that are pure eye candy.
Travis & Company, Suite 131

5:00 PM
Southeast Designers & Architect of the Year Finalists Celebration
Join ADAC, VERANDA, Dedon and Kolo in the Kolo Collection showroom for a party honoring the 2017 finalists for
the prestigious Southeast Designers & Architect of the Year Awards. Meet the established names and rising stars whose
innovative ideas are energizing the world of design in the Southeast and beyond.
Kolo Collection, Suite 321
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10:00 AM
In Pursuit of François Catroux
Keynote Presentation | David Netto
The career of François Catroux is the great untold story in design, or rather, it was, until designer David Netto started a five-year
personal quest to find out more about this important talent. David’s presentation takes you on a journey from François’ early life
with Yves Saint Laurent in Morocco to his later life with Billy Baldwin in New York City. At each turn, David reveals how François
developed into an innovative and prolific designer whose talent was so natural that historians almost didn’t realize there was an
unbelievable story just waiting to be told.
ADAC Presentation Room, First Floor Atrium

Ainsworth-Noah invites you to meet David Netto as he signs copies of his book, François Catroux, during a reception
following the presentation.
Ainsworth-Noah & Associates, Suite 518

NOON
Spring Entertaining with Keith Robinson and JANUS et Cie

Join JANUS et Cie and VERANDA’s Contributing Editor, Keith Robinson, for a spring-inspired menu of some of Keith’s favorite
hors d’oeuvres and mocktails – sure to inspire your next gathering. And, while you’re there, get the first look at JANUS et Cie’s
Spring 2017 introductions including new furnishings, textiles, and accessories – perfect for entertaining outdoors.
JANUS et Cie, ADAC West | Suite A1

1:00 PM
VERANDA Behind the Scenes
Panel Discussion
Join VERANDA for an unprecedented gathering of all of its Editors in Chief since the magazine’s inception 30 years ago:
founder Lisa Newsom (1987-2010), Dara Caponigro (2010-2013), and Clinton Smith (2013-present). Moderated by
VERANDA’s Interiors Editor, Carolyn Englefield – who has worked alongside each of them – the discussion will feature
behind-the-scenes stories about one of the world’s leading interiors magazines.
ADAC Presentation Room, First Floor Atrium

Join Jerry Pair and the panel for a meet-and-greet directly following the presentation and preview Jerry Pair Leather’s
new spring collection, ‘Hide Park.’
Jerry Pair, Suite 508
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3:00 PM
Barry Dixon: Wallcovering Inspirations
If the history of wall decoration could be acknowledged and captured in a simple collection, designer Barry Dixon has achieved
this in his first wallcoverings collection for Vervain. Hear a brief presentation about the inspiration behind this extraordinary,
brave, and romantic collection and see the innovative printing techniques – laser and digital mixed with traditional hand-printing,
flocking, and beading – used to create these remarkable designs including a large-scale, digitally printed, pastoral mural that
spans more than 15 feet wide and nine feet tall.
ADAC Presentation Room, First Floor Atrium

Following the product presentation, you are invited to see the collection over cocktails with Barry.
Fabricut, Suite 307

DESIGNER AMENITIES
TRAVEL RECOMMENDATIONS
If you are traveling from out of town, ADAC would like to make your trip even more enjoyable with our quick reference list of
discounted hotel rates, as well as recommendations for shopping, casual and fine dining, and entertainment. The list is located on
the ADAC website at www.adacatlanta.com/design-adac

DESIGNER WORKSPACE
During DESIGN ADAC, you are invited to Plug In or Unplug at ADAC’s an onsite workspace for designers and allied
professionals, members of the media, and showrooms. Located on the 4th floor, in Suite 417, the DESIGNER WORKSPACE is
open daily from 9 AM to 6 PM. Guests have access to workstations, WIFI, and charging stations.
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ALL WEEK EVENT
Gallery Show: The Works of Henry Barnes
From April 25 – April 27, Brooks & Black hosts an exhibit featuring one of the largest collections of oil paintings by the late
Atlanta-based artist, Henry Barnes. There are over twenty different French and American scenes, each available in exquisite
handmade frames, custom crafted by Brooks & Black.
Brooks & Black Fine Framing, ADAC West | Suite C4B

ALL DAY EVENTS
Wednesday, April 26
Join Martin Nash for an open house to celebrate the new rug designs from Delinah Simmons! Inspired by travel and fashion the
new designs, along with her textiles, vintage scarfs and rare geodes, are the perfect additions to the Delinah Simmons collection.
Martin Nash, Suite 308

Ernest Gaspard & Associates hosts a Sip and See for the Casamance, Hartman & Forbes and American Leather spring
collections. The showroom will be serving sangria and desserts along with heaping helpings of design inspiration from their
knowledgeable and entertaining team.
Ernest Gaspard & Associates, Suite 109

Coleman Taylor Textiles has designed and hand-painted artisanal fabrics from its location in Montgomery, Alabama since 2012.
Today, the company is thrilled to introduce a curated collection of hand-painted designs in the patterns and paints of
Farrow & Ball on grounds of plush velvet, Belgian linen and Scottish wools. The fabric collaboration takes inspiration from the
historic color palettes and patterns of this renowned British paint and wallpaper manufacturer. Refreshments served throughout the
day culminate with a book signing of Amelia Handegan, Rooms and cocktail hour with special guest, Amelia Handegan.
Travis & Company, Suite 131
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A LOOK BACK

Contract Winner
ai3, Inc.

2016 SOUTHEAST DESIGNERS &
ARCHITECT OF THE YEAR

Architect Winner
Stan Dixon
D. Stanley Dixon Architect
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Residential Winner
Amy Morris
Amy Morris Interiors

ADAC: BEHIND THE WINDOWS
The 10th installation of ADAC Behind the Windows is a tribute to VERANDA’s 30th Anniversary.
Five esteemed designers, hand selected by VERANDA’s Editor in Chief, Clinton Smith, are creating
modern interpretations of a past magazine cover selected from VERANDA’s archives.

@adacatlanta
#DESIGNADAC

Suite 420
Amy Morris
Amy D. Morris Interiors
amymorrisinteriors.com
Atlanta, Georgia

Suite 422
Amelia Handegan
Amelia T. Handegan, Inc.
athid.com
Charleston, South Carolina
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Suite 423A
Susan Ferrier
McAlpine
mcalpinehouse.com
Atlanta, Georgia

Suite 423B
John Oetgen
Oetgen Design
oetgendesign.com
Atlanta, Georgia

Suite 424
Betsy Brown
Betsy Brown, Ltd.
betsybrowninc.net
Birmingham, Alabama
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@adacatlanta #DESIGNADAC
adacatlanta.com

